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The FARM will include 12,000 
squarsquare feet of flexible manufacturing 
space for commercial grade fruit and 

vegetable processing. It will comply with 
all US Department of Agriculture and Food 
and Drug Administration requirements. 
Linkage with a major agriculture and 
food processing related university 

anand educational affiliates will ensure 
the facility will contribute to research, 

education, and economic development of 
the West Michigan Region.

Among the proposed facility's features are 
loading docks, refrigeration/freezers, energy 
efficient, waste and water handling, and 
potential MSU mobile processing unit hook 
up pads. Expected tenants will furnish their 
specific processing equipment. They will rotate 
as they grow and move to their own facility.

@WestMIFoodProcessingInitiative



The FARM will be an important 
asset to the growth and success of Michigan's food 

processing industry with synergistic ties to the Food Processing 
InnInnovation Center (FPIC) at Michigan State University near Okemos and the 

Long Lake Culinary Center (LLCC) located just outside of Traverse City. All three 
facilities serve different clientele and will not compete, but will provide a basis 
for Michigan becoming a top tier food processing location in the global market.

As a hub for learning, capacity building, and new products 
the FARM is an additional feature to the Region's support for 
food processing entrepreneurial development starting with 
Michigan State University's Product Center that offers advice 
to early stage food processors who often start in their "home 
kitchen." From there, those who believe they have a product to 
enter into commercial production can move to a commercial 
kitchenkitchen such as Kitchen 242 in Muskegon. If it's determined 
the product can successfully enter the market, then the FARM 
is set up to be an interim production facility and product 
development incubator before the growing entrepreneur 
invests in their own manufacturing location.
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